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ABSTRACT

My statement as an artist and the discussion
following it expresses my personal feeling in regard to
art.

First, my paper presents my statement in relation

to my work and to art; second, it explains the process
and problems experienced by me in arriving at the style
and meaning of my work; third, it presents a catalogue
of my work exhibited at the University Art Gallery,
July 14 through August 9, 1975.
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SECTION I
EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCE OF ART
(AN ARTIST'S STATEMENT)
Art, to be truly experienced, must leave the viewers
free to assimilate their own emotions and to delve into
their private realms of real and unreal.

In the world of

reality; governed as it is by the structure of time,
expectations and organization; few places remain where
freedom of the emotions is allowed.

Therefore, a person

must assuage his emotional needs by recapturing memories
or by absorbing the pleasures accrued in fleeting moments.
It becomes more difficult to avoid or suppress the
dictates of the society around us.

When man no longer is

allowed to fulfill his emotional needs for quiet and
pleasure, he then abandons other things in his desperation
to escape.

The needs for escape from the pressures of

society are manifesting themselves in abandonment of both
moral and spiritual values.

This abandonment is a detri

ment to all.
Art that stimulates the senses to bring the viewer
a more total experience must not dictate what that
experience shall be.

The viewers must have the freedom of

choice in determining what they shall feel.
1

Age, sex,

2
background and present environment are among the many factors
that shape the reaction of the stimuli as it awakens memories
and personal preferences in the viewer.
The values and judgments of the person involved is a
most individual state and this affects what each shall gain.
If a person is to become more completely involved, it must
be on a very personal basis.

Therefore, a direct statement

in a painting may exclude many viewers.

There may not be a

base on which they can build their personal experiences
into an involvement of their emotions.
In approaching painting with a direct statement, the
experience is planned for the viewers and they in turn try
to fashion their responses in what is considered an
acceptable manner.

Thus, they lose the freedom of choice in

experiences and with it goes the emotional involvement that
only personal experiences can stimulate.
They are forced into the role of spectator, not
participant.

They again find themselves on the periphery

of the emotional experience and feeling excluded they
abandon the pursuit and suppress their emotions or leave
with a feeling of having their needs unfilled.

SECTION II
REALISM VERSUS ABSTRACTIONISM
In order that you may better understand my viewpoint
and meaning expressed in my artist's statement, I will
explain some of my problems and the process by which I
evolved from a realist into the realm of abstraction.
In the beginning I belonged to the realm of flowers,
horses, trees and still life.

I found the security of the

real very satisfying and secure.

If you wanted flowers,

you painted flowers, everyone saw that they were flowers,
and if they liked flowers they were satisfied and happy.
I was fulfilled by the pleasure they found in my work and
almost everyone was happy.

"Harvest" is an example of my

early work.
This is a rendering of visual images taken from real
life.

This process was acceptable to me until I began to

experience the boundaries it placed on the artist.

The

narrowness of the subject matter and the confinement of
space.

The experiences offered to the viewers were

completely dictated by the artist.

The experiences often

excluded many because they were given no choice in emotional
involvement other than what the artist would allow.
3
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Figure 1.

"Harvest"
Pastel 26" X 32"

My next step in meeting my own emotional needs was
to step away from complete realism into illusionism.

I

needed more space in which to satisfy my own involvementin painting.

This feeling of space showed up in the

illusion of images.
to define objects.

I no longer needed definite outlines
The shapes were still there and I clung

to the security of naming paintings.
product of this period in my work.

"Blue Night" is a

5

Figure 2.

"Blue Night"
Oils 19" X 25"

Instead of dictating exactly what the viewers would
experience they were given some choices.

The place could

be anywhere and anytime they chose to make it.

The

perspective was quite easily arranged and the product was
satisfying.

It left some things to the viewer's imagina

tion and experiences, but not enough.
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I had to find a way that gave me more freedom to
express what I felt without having to completely spell it
all out.

I then became more aware of things in nature and

how they seemed to be made up of geometric shapes.

To me

all of nature became a combination of lines, spheres,
triangles and rectangles.

"Sunset #1" and "Sunset #2" are

products of this period.
"Sunset #1" is a shaped canvas.

I am reaching further

from realism, but I am still using names to describe the
experiences I wish the viewers to respond with; still
dictating, but more subtle.

Figure 3.

"Sunset #1"
Acrylic 31" X 60’

7
"Sunset

(l

2" is more involved with color.

I did not

feel the need to shape canvas, but I also did not get the
reaction from the straight lines that 1 had hoped for.

Figure 4.

"Sunset #2"
Acrylic 17" X 33"

I recalled an earlier painting composed of amorphous
shapes and heavily textured areas.

I enjoyed the more

flowing lines and the tactile sensation aroused by viewing
this painting.
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Figure 5.

Untitled
Acrylics 28" X 60"

The texturing was mostly done with paste.

The more

heavily textured areas were crushed glass mixed with
paste.

This was a most expensive and difficult way to

paint.

This does solve the problem of emotional involve

ment through the senses.

It also leaves the viewers with

an undictated response and freedom to choose their own
experiences.

9
Not quite sure where my next step would be I worked
through another period of lines, rectangles and circles.
These pictures had more movement than the previous ones
and I derived a groat satisfaction working with strong
colors.

Figure 6.

"City"
Acrylics 17" X 33"
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I still had to name the painting.

I possessed the

need to further develop movement and depth using the
circles and color.

I succeeded in producing the depth and

movement, but was still relying on old and proven methods.
The experience was satisfying,, but not as fulfilling an
experience as I had hoped for.

Figure 7.

Untitled
Oil 17" X 33"
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The search for more depth, more movement and more
involvement was becoming more understood and more clearly
defined.

If 1 could life the color so the viewers could

see through it then I could free them from the boundaries
of canvas.

I could let them enter into a world of color

so it could permeate the senses and elicit whatever
experiences the viewers possessed.

Figure 8.

Untitled
Acrylic 35” X 42"

Receding planes and overlaying of transparent colors
produces the depth in this painting.

The texture

stimulates the tactile sensations as the planes lead one
inuo the painting and changing colors involve the emotions
of the viewers.
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Straight lines have always had a static quality for
me.

Curved lines seem more pleasing and create more move

ment.

After the solution of transparent colors, I then

applied my efforts to the solution of movement, perspective
and tension.

Once again I turned to nature only this time

I had a new perspective.
flights.

I had started taking airplane

The world gained a new dimension for me.

The

movement of clouds caused the overlapping and combining of
colors.

Things lost all detail and became a composition

of color and movement.

The senses are completely inundated

with the freedom of space, movement and color.

The appeal

to personal experiences, stimulated by the emotional
reactions, is one of individual choosing.

There is no

dictating of responses and no ordering of emotional stimuli.
The experience belongs to the individual.

The quiet and

the pleasure are there for the contemplation of all.

The

involvement and depth of emotional reaction belongs to the
viewers.

There are no boundaries.

The emotional reactions which movement and color have
aroused in me are now the basis for my paintings.
A blue sky need no longer be painted with clouds;
rainbows are just color; water, trees and fields are green
if 1 choose to think of them as green.

Someone else may

see gold fields, red skies and blue flowers.
choice the viewers are allowed to make.

This is the
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I paint color and do not dictate what you must see.
If red and gold means a hot day or a beach to the viewers
then they may experience it that way.

Figure 9.

Untitled
Acrylic 39" X 48"
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I find great pleasure in the texture as it develops
in the painting.

In order to accomplish the textured

look in the process of painting I start with a textured
material for a canvas.
acrylics mixed with gel.

This is then painted with
The gel is thinned with water

until the consistency that produces the texture and
transparency that please the artist is obtained.

The

medium is then applied with small paint rollers.

A

thicker medium produces a more textured, rough surface
and appeals to my senses like sand or grain.

The

smoother, thinner medium appeals to me like rippling
water.

However, there is nothing in my paintings that

demand the same reactic^.'from the viewers .
Painting combifi^d with drawing may open up other
avenues of expression for me.

This I have done on two

small pictures using India ink and spraying with a
fixative.

Then painting over with the transparent

colors.
I found this experience quite rewarding and enjoyed
the work until I attempted a third picture.

I then

realized that the need for space and the freedom for
movement was such an integrated part of my painting that
I felt absolutely crushed by the inability to move
around in the painting.
ment .

There was no space for involve
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Figure 10.

Untitled
Acrylics and India Ink 17” X 21"

The size of the canvas has become of great importance.
It is necessary to accomodate the viewers to enter the
picture and move around in it; to be surrounded by color
so that you can taste, feel and smell it; to hear your own
messages and relive your own memories.
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Figure 11.

Untitled
Acrylic 43" X 60"

These large canvases supply the space needed by the
artist in creating the movement and freedom of space.
The use of acrylics allows the painting and texturing of
colors.

The textured canvases suggest whatever the

viewers wish of them.
Art is not a spectator sport.
player.

Everyone must be a

Exclusion of the viewer is not to be tolerated.

There should be no perimeters which cannot be crossed.
Every viewer must be allowed inside in order to experience
the emotional fulfillment that a painting offers.
My painting is.

I do not explain, I do not name,

1 do not dictate; I just enjoy.

To be is enough.

SECTION III

Catalogue of artist's work displayed at the
University Art Gallery July 14 through August 9, 1975, in
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of
Master of Arts.
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CATALOGUE
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Number One
Acrylic and India Ink
17" X 21"
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Number Two
Acrylic and India Ink
17" X 21"
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Number Six
Acrylic
43” X 60"
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Number Eight
Acrylic
43" X 60"
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